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	Computer Organization and Architecture: Designing for Performance (8th Edition), 9780136073734 (0136073735), Prentice Hall, 2009

	KEY BENEFIT: Learn the fundamentals of processor and computer design from the newest edition of this award winning text. KEY TOPICS: Introduction; Computer Evolution and Performance; A Top-Level View of Computer Function and Interconnection; Cache Memory; Internal Memory Technology; External Memory; I/O; Operating System Support; Computer Arithmetic; Instruction Sets: Characteristics and Functions; Instruction Sets: Addressing Modes and Formats; CPU Structure and Function; RISCs; Instruction-Level Parallelism and Superscalar Processors; Control Unit Operation; Microprogrammed Control; Parallel Processing; Multicore Architecture. Online Chapters: Number Systems; Digital Logic; Assembly Language, Assemblers, and Compilers; The IA-64 Architecture. MARKET: Ideal for professionals in computer science, computer engineering, and electrical engineering.


	This book is about the structure and function of computers. Its purpose is to present, as clearly and completely as possible, the nature and characteristics of modern-day computer systems.


	This task is challenging for several reasons. First, there is a tremendous variety of products that can rightly claim the name of computer, from single-chip microprocessors costing a few dollars to supercomputers costing tens of millions of dollars. Variety is exhibited not only in cost, but also in size, performance, and application. Second, the rapid pace of change that has always characterized computer technology continues with no letup. These changes cover all aspects of computer technology, from the underlying integrated circuit technology used to construct computer components, to the increasing use of parallel organization concepts in combining those components.
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Autodesk Inventor 2010 Essentials PlusAutodesk Press, 2009

	Welcome to the Autodesk Inventor 2010 Essentials Plus manual. This manual provides
	a thorough coverage of the features and functionalities offered in Autodesk Inventor.


	AUTODESK INVENTOR 2010 ESSENTIALS PLUS is your Autodesk Inventor 2010 Certified definitive industry and classroom resource. More than 2000 screen captures clearly...


		

The IT Girl's Guide to Becoming an Excel DivaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Apply Excel daily and smooth out life's wrinkles

Who knew a spreadsheet could do as much for you as your favorite moisturizer? Become a Microsoft Excel Diva with this sassy guide and discover what hip IT Girls already know: smart is beautiful. Impress the heck out of everyone at work with your stylish reports. Do a budget and see exactly...


		

Change Management in Transition Economies: Integrating Corporate Strategy, Structure and CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2003
Since the breakdown of the socialist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe, with their planned economies and lack of entrepreneurial freedom, a dramatic development of free markets and competitive enterprises in an extremely turbulent economic environment has been observed. One of these countries, Poland, can be regarded as a...





	

Exam Ref 70-483: Programming in C#Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft 70-483 exam focuses on a broad range of topics that you can use in your work
	
		as a C# developer. This book helps you understand both the basic and the more advanced
	
		areas of the C# language. It shows you how to use the C# language to create powerful software
	
		applications. This book also shows you how to...


		

Tooth-Colored Restoratives: Principles and TechniquesDecker Publishing, 2001

	How a material is used is always considerably more important than which material is used. Tooth-Colored Restoratives Principles and Techniques, Ninth Edition offers a comprehensive discussion on dental materials and a guide to creating highly esthetic, long-lasting direct restorations. Preparation and simplified techniques for creating more...


		

Cyber Threat!: How to Manage the Growing Risk of Cyber Attacks (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Conquering cyber attacks requires a multi-sector, multi-modalapproach


	Cyber Threat! How to Manage the Growing Risk of CyberAttacks is an in-depth examination of the very real cybersecurity risks facing all facets of government and industry, andthe various factors that must align to maintain informationintegrity....
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